




I lynched Resolve some night ago- 
And back and forth we swung. 

Led in timely execution, 
Danced into delirium.

More lythe in death for want of crux, 
So merrily he moved. 

And I in somber human cope 
Kept livid in the pew.

Then slowed he down- and came to hault- 
Such clever ornament. 

A specter now to bury me 
In a box of Wait.



quietly i kill
my dreams and aspirations, 
over their remains, 
i glue fantasies: as thin 
and covering as lingerie 
"tanka (29)"

condensations of 
ill-will drip-drip, and form a 

tangible cool cool 
pool of thick hate at my feet - 

which are frozen, through and through
"tanka (81)”

I envision: a
glass thrown, a scream yet to 
have escaped, your arms yet 
to crawl around my waist, my 
shoulders, your hands in my hair, 
"tanka (134)”

Anonymous
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Kaneda Stones

Simon Seisko Tajiri



To fend and conquer with brute strength alone 
Cannot succeed for long nor man condone, 

But Chiron broke his ward in rougher meadows 
To dye his nature twice with rage and arrows.

Without perfection, he, both poor in word 
And too much accidental, set to brood.
His fingers turned from spear to lyre- 

For umbrage, a snowsoft pall, like ash from fire

And he transformed in musical construction 
The earth that wondering men environs. 
Harmonicum surrounded Myrmidons.

A truth now served that world as inspiration: 
In trading Pthia, and danger for retire,

A Pellian spear he gained — and empire.

Adam Braus



Listening to Whispers

you
are
everything

she said to me.

so I tell you 
that I am the sun 
sifting through the trees.
I am the shadows in darkness 
which the blind man sees.

I am the thunder in the desert 
and drops from which life grows.

I am the tallest building in the world 
and the richest stock 
and the loneliest girl.

I am the constant of human nature.
I am a sign in the sky of impending danger.

I am the moment before and after 
time's endless dance.
I am the thriving freedom of all existence.

I am the holiest of every sin
and the nebulous fraction when the ending begins.
I am the scathing words on a child’s tongue.
I am war in which no victory can be won.

I am the sound and the fury,
A dark place of the earth,
A Gatsby trying to discover my worth.



I am the homeless shivering through 
the night in the rain.
I am the gluttony of the king 
his hideaway from pain.
I am the crescendo in Beethoven’s ninth symphony;
I am the silence the notes hide between.

I am the echoes of loneliness in the mind.
I am the nothingness, the absence 
so pervasive in life, but that you cannot find.

I am the weakest and darkest spot in the night.
I am the ugly part of the sunset 
and the tardiness of sunrise.

I am the manifestation and absence of world peace.
I am the reality, I am the dreams.

I am every look cast between lover's eyes.
I am the ambiguity of a woman’s sighs.
I am the youth beginning to gray.
I am clumsiness somehow able to find the right words to say.

am

everything

she tells me

and I am doubtful,
but I am unable to prove her wrong.

Austen Volz



Graciana Valles

I saw all of Death today 
She wasn't shy at all 

She ran her hands across her chest 
Let inhibition fall

She crept my hands right down her spine 
And took my stare with ease 

She had me begging for her love 
And while on my knees-

She whispered many beauties 
That sighed inside my ears 

Her words dripped hot and cold alike- 
They rested all my fears.

And when I took my final step 
Into her sweet embrace 
She wasn't Death at all, 

but had a heaven of a face.



She Left the Next Morning



Simon Seisho Tajiri



David Bumpus

We were hung over and defeated 
stumbling through valleys of slow-moving trains 

holding hands in search of something illuminated,
but we were only left 

to separate and dance and sing ephemeral melodies
to the birds lining the trees 

along our lonesome staggering mountain trails.



Road Trip, Mid-August of our Eighteenth Year

for Skye

We drove & drove: like the aspens 
lining the roads, we shook our leaves wildly, 
trying to set them free—

But in the evenings, 
we passed small Colorado towns 
at the base of mountains, blackened 
like the balled up pieces of newspaper 
we threw into camping ground fire pits.

We knew that our lives, too, could end up 
slumped into some town or city. What if, 
instead of hauling in our nets for magic, 
we chose the wrong gods, ones who swallowed 
our nets whole and then spit out the bones?

How easily we could become two
old women sitting at a bus stop,
drinking our hearts out of Styrofoam cups.

And how carefully
we had to keep watch now,
both eyes open to the outside,
and on the inside a blind eye
feeling for God like a hand in the dark.

Taya Kitaysky



A fish surfacing 
Speckled and slick in noon light 

He flails breathlessly

Elizabeth Thierry

Jessica Bloom





I'm tired of this world and its drab colors;

I want your motion in my song 

and your smile in my voice.

I want to align the stars

with the freckles on your cheeks and neck.

I want the world to know 

that there is a living being 

inhabiting its endless incubator, 

and that there is another dreamer 

beside her, 

holding her hand,

with all the noise that's left in this silent world 

ringing in his happy ears

David Bumpus



The Green Women

I.

Such green
inside my mother's chest— 
one thousand forests

crushed into a space 
the size of a heart.

The forests of Alaska and Siberia, 
the forests surrounding Lake Baikal-— 
denser than the thickest blood.

Sometimes you can see women 
carved out of hard green anger 
step out of these forests

and drop apples into a river.
Now and again, you can see the sky shining 
in the small pools of their shoulders.

II.

The moose and I are two wet nets of nerves 
trembling in mottled August sunlight

with a thread pulled taut between us.

I can see one shy dark eye, one huge 
Brown shoulder behind aspen branches.
But all I can feel is that thread tugging

On my chest, a chest no longer solid or hard,
A body that would drag behind the moose like a limp rag 
if she decided to run.



This is what I wanted—this wild creature 
In my sight, this holding of my breath—but 
I cannot stay, I am not welcome, not exactly.

And here comes that loss I always feel 
When I finally jerk away 
And break the thread forever.

III.

I am tired of opening, and opening—

I want to sit still in silence 
and become hard and green 
like those other women,

until slowness sighs in and out 
of my bones.

So I am going to the dark damp place 
In the woods, and I will wait for a hole 
to gape out the earth.

I can see the women and I 
climbing down into it on wet ropes— 
we will be germinating things.

Musty, spicy, hearty root vegetables, 
taking our time
until we're good and ready to be found.



I'm draped across a table 
In the streets of Berlin, 

My left and right are torn apart 
And joined up once again.

I'm frozen in my office, 
"London calling" they say. 

Who knows what business they could have. 
And who cares anyway?

Oh, Eckleburg, advise me. 
With your blue gaze so wise. 

My lover is two people 
And he cannot sympathize.

So Chaplin took my passion. 
And Krypton took my brain. 

And the Bard took the rest of it. 
To me, it's all the same.

So Sigmund, I am depressed. 
Please listen to my plea, 

I feel like I don't have a shred of Creativity.



A

Gisela Parker



Jericha Phillips



Conversations with Nerdy Boys

Woo me with taik of RNA transcriptase: 
teli of how it unzips the covering,

striving for essential information of the nucleus 
exhale your tidal volume in vibrations 
that caress my hammer, and anvil, and stirrup 
and they will travel through me, kissing the cells of my cochlea 
when they have reached the root of my nerve, tonguing me toward ecstasy, 
then I will let your binary code penetrate my hard mother 

with deep and tender passion

The result? Covalence of our minds 
I know not where they are
- but their movement is quickening around the center of all things - 

as the tension swells, the epiphany of our conjugation near.
Release the phosphate! Let it spew forth!

your myosin arm will grip my actin head, and they will strive together, 
pulling themselves forward in waves growing thousandfold along every fiber!

Slowly, they will come to rest again,
with realization of intellectual contentment 

our exertion is done, exploration of the nature of things complete 
but wait, so that I may convalesce...

your synapse activity has struck my sinoatrial node

Maria Newkirk



■fiffi Castle

Toward the red stone wall on high 
There the mist and ivy lie 

Down below the red door crumbles 
Nevermore the chimney rumbles 

Far away the builders flee 
Now the birds in melody 

A roll of drums their wings do thunder 
Mossy-way stone-side under 

Broken walls hold fallen stairs 
Towers rise in sullen pairs 

In the red stone walls on high 
Loftier things than men will cry

Ian Ruskey



Jennifer Lind



Caitlin Cass



Apology to This Piece of Paper

It has been too long 
Since I have seen your pale face,

Your expressionless elegance 
That cannot be replaced 

By color or words 
Your thoughts cannot be heard 

But by destroying the youth 
Of that smooth face.

We were mindless then.
We spoke of love and death 
As if they were not hiding 
In the same naked breath.
The world was against us 

We were clinging to our lives 
Without the reminder of death 

To fight by our sides.
The sun was always shining 

But we chose to see the storms 
And contemplate the significance 

Of their ever-changing form.

Suddenly you were silent 
You saw the clouds destroy the land 

And the wrinkles crawled across your face 
Like the tide overtakes the sand.

Then the years of wonder 
Poured from your eyes 

A river with the knowledge 
Of where the underworld lies

I believed you became a poet 
Who could write beauty on my soul,

And you believed I was a doctor 
Who could cure the parts, but not the whole.

But we were each a ravenous burden 
We fed off each other’s flesh 

Thinking that somehow nourishment 
Could conquer all this death., ^ You were just a child

I When you witnessed all this pain,
1 And I was just a pair of eyes,

A body, and a brain 
When I lost you in the water.

And as you sank beneath the light 
You thanked me, your murderer.

For giving you a life.

Fallon Sponar



Words in Four Voices, None Their Own

“I do not like the man who squanders life forfame; give me the man 
who living makes a name. ” ED

Emily Dickinson used to ask people to come to her house 
and play the piano. She, herself, would sit upstairs to listen, avoid
ing, if at all possible, a chance encounter with the pianist. It was the 
music she enjoyed, not the piano player.

Later, long after her death, it is Emily Dickinson’s poetry 
and not herself that is read. Sometimes people read her into the 
lines, but she has left them entirely—^in 40 hand-bound volumes laid 
carefully by. She is not there in words that describe her—her seat is 
empty. And everything that surrounds an empty seat is a fairytale.

‘For me style is matter. ” VN
Vladimir Nabokov says in his Lectures on Don Quixote-. 

“Without these fairytales the world would not be real.” He grew up 
speaking English, Russian, and French in a childhood that he later 
called ‘perfect’. And it is often people with perfect childhoods who 
echo his sentiments in this matter, a matter you could say is simply 
of words.

“Beauty is not caused. It is. ”ED
But Samuel Johnson, the author of Johnson’s Dictionary of the 

English Language—a work of six years duration and all words— 
would say words do not exist in nature: a thing is real because it is 
real, not because someone said so. There is, of course, the famous 
anecdote in which Johnson kicks a stone: to prove that since his 
foot begins to bleed, the stone is there.

And one cannot imagine Johnson sitting in a damp labora
tory studying the genitaUa of butterflies, or in a wood-paneled study 
composing chess moves—as Nabokov did (in between teaching en
gagements). Johnson spent most of his life in poverty, opened a 
school with only three pupils, and married a woman 21 years his 
elder. He was able to escape the harsh realities of life through traf
ficking in words, but he did not forget that those realities existed 
without them.



“Hope is itself a species of happiness, and perhaps, the chief happiness 
which this world affords. ”SJ

In the dark, a person cannot lean upon a word—that is the 
problem with words— and often with the people who write them. 
Virginia Woolf never forgot a misplaced word in her drafts, because 
she never erased a phrase after discarding it. Instead, she simply 
drew a line through the words, leaving them clearly legible—^yet set 
apart.

It is as though, by doing this, she were skipping stones 
across still water.. .the passages leading up to the final draft making 
smaller and smaller circles around the original disturbance. The 
original disturbance being, of course, herself. Perhaps the lines in 
her drafts explain everything that came later: she made a mistake. 
And instead of seeing herself, began to see a heavily hned phrase in 
an otherwise perfect paragraph—and then to see the paragraph 
without it.

“It is far harder to kill a phantom than a reality. ” HW
The Johnson we read in most his of words is not a man hard 

of hearing and with poor eyesight; who late in the evening wrote: 
“He who makes a beast of himself gets rid of the pain of being a 
man.” It is unhke his famously winning tongue to admit such an 
ineffably lonely thought. A thought as beautifully melanchohc, if 
not more so, than the French saying: “J’ai peur de noir”—I fear the 
black.

If in the evening he was driven to write this thought, maybe 
it was because, as Virginia Woolf says: “Fiction is hke a spider’s 
web, attached ever so shghdy perhaps, but still attached to hfe at all 
four corners.” Or because, in the dark, it seems to be.. .and he was 
afraid that there would be no one left to hear.

Caithn Johnson
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Contest Winners
Music: Jake Faulkner & Jesse Dundle (Music judged by Artist)

Visual Art “Hug” photo by Jericha Phillips 
Short Story: “The Boy’s Story” by Caitlin Johnson (too long bo include) 

Poetry: “The Gr^sen Women” poem by Taya Kitaysky

Thanks to all the tutors who judged submissions and the students who contributed.

Ruirml rurrcs arxl
titter ttiis Cotteye. They are atiTiOst entfrely effacect - 
ctitopicVitect (.uatts hoix; (tor the most part) fxxjn refxjilt 
or repainted, decinKrhr’ry these ir'rscriphot'rs. Ouite a 
fero ren>air% fxjt they fiyht to siin;iiAi in a roorV) of 
conscienhous ruorhers and chemical sprays. Vou must 
boh carefully to find them.

We speak, of course, afxrut the ancestry of 
this puf^licahon - the original Oraut Those irwiphons 
and their poyan aeators haw ixinished in the mists 
of hme. The pnuerma - the esoteric fx-eath - of our 
halbioed yraffiti struyyles; osthmahc in the stifliny 
climate of current inshtuhonal yentrificotioa

We kncKO loith certainty that sormethiny 
drow the hcxoliny, tormented souls of those ancient 
Johnnies to seek expressbn - their spirit endures. We 
fx-iny you yrout Refxrm and Transfiyured, on 
Chosen paper and in cobr, in the imoye of Our Lord.

- May the bny-hme sun shir^ upon you.

The Grout \)8
Skip kkOee & Gosiah Stephens 

Jennifer Fah\ Jli/sia Jhnscn, t^areg Seferian




